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Three weeks later - no more sleepless in Langenthal

new transformation in Ruffle discovered and programmed in
Preprocessor®-by a4w.ch

Our Team III all trained together yesterday September 22, 2022 and got us in the mood
for the championship game in Solothurn (Switzerland - Switzerland - City of Solothurn).
below: in the afternoon we were able to extend Ruffle-Plugin-CMS with caching of text
input. You can now use the website itself, where the Ruffle plugin is installed, to
transform entire pages of text with breaks on a new button from cloud to cloud using
the clipboard from Windows or MAC desktop websites

Now, in addition to the letter from the old town clerk Daniel
Steiner, there is also a letter from the Federal Administrative
Court in St. Gallen!
Now the middle municipal council agenda item will soon be available. How do we buy
the jewelry top level www.langenthal.eu from Mr. Andreas Lützenberger (this is me)
for the offer of the foreman in Langenthal (formerly the porcelain factory
www.langenthaler.ch).

My files at the moment
Lying on the table at my house:
-

Signed a letter that the city administration would like to buy a domain from me
An ID card that I can enter the USA as a recovered Omicron patient and recovered (soon I will be able
to travel in Germany with it until June 23, because masks are compulsory there again)
Decision coming in October 2022 regarding both tax years 2020/21, according to which only the latter
was legally listed (simply omitted the first tax year 2020 - Ms. Burch's point was corrected or deleted
according to the threat also to Ms. Gubler Treuhand Wynau that it would be deleted arbitrarily the
insert sheets of both years out to me), which contradicts the request above

My father and Walter Bürki know that I behave like Walter. One had apparently infected me with his
breath three days before the do (in bed).Andreas Lützenberger

The silent murder by Daniel Steiner in Langenthal against me doing sports in the halls
in the clothes of the Langenthaler Stamm can therefore not take place.
The match Solothurn against Langenthal is coming up. The well-being of the three
German-Swiss in the team (among them a representative from Steiner) is very good at
the moment. Nobody wants to lose there, although about two can appear as strong as
our fanion team. The countdown to the match date is set at Langenthal.eu!
Below is the last photo of the team before the transition to the new season. Oltner and
Basler and Germans, as well as a native of Switzerland, always give us strong support in
the smallest environment of the teams in the Swiss town halls.

Above: Winning-Team in ICE-Curling-Stadium Langenthl (Hall is in Hockey Stadium Langenthal implemented)

